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Helen Thorpe Speaks at CC as Part of
Journalist in Residence Lecture Series
By SASHA HART
Journalist, published author, and former
Visiting Professor Helen horpe visited CC
this week to give a talk on her new book, “he
Newcomers”, as part of a collaboration between the Journalist in Residence Program
and CC Refugee Alliance. he book is an account of her time spent with 22 refugee children in a beginner-level English Language
Acquisition (ELA) class at South High School
in Denver.
As English Professor Steve Hayward noted
in his introduction of horpe, the book deviates from horpe’s usual journalistic style
of writing in third-person and at a distance
from her subjects. In “he Newcomers”, she
became an active participant in the classroom, and in doing so, she pulled into the
narrative and writing in the irst-person.
While this presented some moral and ethical dilemmas for her as a journalist, horpe
ultimately reconciled any internal conlict.
She realized that her project was more about

understanding the lives and diiculties of
these children in a more empathetic way
than about journalistically documenting
their experiences learning English.
In her opening remarks, horpe explained
that her own family history and upbringing
had drawn her to thinking and writing about
the refugee experience. Her parents were
both Irish immigrants and she herself was
born in Ireland but moved to the U.S. with
her parents at age one. Her mother’s stories
about growing up in Ireland made horpe realize from an early age that children had different realities and upbringings in diferent
places around the world.
Although horpe initially struggled with
how to write something diferent or useful
about refugees, her journalist friend suggested that she visit South High School, where
over a third of the students are foreign born.
After speaking to the principal, horpe was
given access to any classroom to sit in on,

and she decided upon a beginner-level ELA
class.
After her irst few weeks in the classroom,
horpe questioned how she was going to be
able to write an interesting and compelling
book about students who, thus far, remained
completely silent in class. It was at that point
that horpe was invited to teach a course at
CC about narrative non-iction, which took
her away from South High for some time.
When horpe returned to the classroom
at South High School, more students had
joined the class and she realized that in the
irst few weeks, the students had been going
through the silent and receptive phase of language acquisition. By the end of the year, the
students were speaking English with intermediate luency and a couple of them went
on to read “To Kill a Mockingbird” the following year.
At the end of her talk, horpe read a passage from her book in which she visits the

family of two boys from the Democratic Republic of the Congo who were in the ELA
class at South High. While talking to their father, horpe asked him to explain their family’s history and why they became refugees.
He maintained that one of the biggest diiculties as refugees was dealing with American innocence. Heather Powell Browne, Assistant Director of Of-Campus Study and co
leader of the CC Refugee Alliance, was proud
to co-sponsor the talk. Browne thought the
talk was important , “Because often the national discussion around refugees seems to
abstract the individual humans (with stories
and struggles and hopes) into one faceless
glob that’s all too easy to target or exclude or
be fearful of.”
hat point is exactly what horpe strove
to drive home in her book. horpe noted in
closing that she hopes the lasting efect of her
book is that refugees are seen as a gift, not a
burden.

Being Healthy Isn’t Just About Losing Weight:
Dr. Glenn Gaesser Talks ‘Big Fat Lies’ at First Monday
By AMELIA MERCHANT
Dr. Glenn Gaesser began his presentation for Colorado College’s Block 4 edition
of First Mondays by listing quotes from
experts on the subject of obesity and its
effects on health. Some quotes described
obesity as equivalent to premature death,
and others stated that the data and research to support the link between obesity
and an early death is fragmented and unreliable. “Is it better to be fit or not fat?”
posed Gaesser.
Gaesser is a professor of exercise science
and health promotion at the University

of Arizona and has published numerous
books including “Big Fat Lies: The Truth
About Your Weight and Your Health.”
Gaesser has appeared on shows such as
“Dr. Oz” and “Good Morning America” to
discuss topics on health, body weight, diet
habits, and personal fitness.
Gaesser asserted that it is better for our
overall health to focus on maintaining fitness rather than losing weight. “It’s possible that higher mortality risk is not due to
weight but due to low fitness,” said Gaesser. This follows the age-old rule: focus on

what you can, not what you can’t. He reiterated that much of the research focused
on the link between weight and mortality
does not take into account important factors, such as lifestyle and fitness.
Gaesser went on to encourage the audience not to get taken up by fad diets, but
to alter their lifestyle in order to see longlasting change. He used examples such
as shows like “The Biggest Loser”, where
many of the contestants gain the weight
back over the next decade after losing it.
Gaesser described how many people will

take dangerous weight loss pills that have
life-threatening side effects instead of focusing on the health and fitness of their
body. He concluded the talk by emphasizing the importance of focusing on fitness
and body health throughout one’s life
rather than dieting and weight loss.
One of the last quotes Gaesser included, from The Journal of Medicine, stated,
“The cure for obesity—meaning our efforts to lose weight—that are oftentimes
unsuccessful, may actually be worse than
the condition.”
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CC Students See Need to Unionize
Continued from the front page
-essarily have ready answers for how to fix the issues
at hand, but the idea is that via collective action, the organization can become a powerful advocate for student
concerns.
The organization is focused on campus equity and is
thus not expressly political, but members acknowledge
that certain actions will be political regardless. “I don’t
think that we exist in a bubble… we don’t because we
are an institution of incredible financial power and that
money…goes to things that are not socially equitable,” remarked another organizing member.
Student unions can be powerful tools to amplify student
concerns because they have the added benefit of working
with greater autonomy than existing student groups. A
union has more capacity than existing student advocacy
groups to exercise the ability to use protest tactics like
letter writing campaigns, sit-ins, marches, and boycotts.
The center of such an organization however, is not action,
but horizontally structured community.
Potential members would share administrative responsibilities so that nobody has any real official of power that
takes precedence over other roles. The group, while still
fledgling, hopes to meet often enough to build a community rooted in equity at CC. The organization is just getting started and already there seems to be a swelling of
interest.

Colorado College Student Government Association
(CCSGA) is the official organization on campus responsible for relaying student concerns to the administration.
The student body elects representatives to have a working
relationship with officials of the College, including the
President and Board of Trustees.
Representatives engage in nuanced dialogue and leverage their relationships in the effort to effect lasting
change. Their approach naturally differs greatly from
what a student union could achieve. “Our conversations
can be contentious and can lead to compromise sometimes and can lead to leaving in disagreement, but our
conversations can’t lead to a state of never talking to that
person again.” said Vice President of Student Life Ethan
Greenberg ‘20.
Some students view CCSGA as slow and unmoving,
with little more than a series of progressive campaign
promises, but much of this perception comes down to a
lack of knowledge. Most students on campus don’t know
what projects CCSGA is working on, and even fewer know
that all Full Council meetings are open to the public in
the Yalich boardroom of the Spencer Center.
Yet, the blockages in the interface between CCSGA and
the student body can be attributed to both parties. CCSGA could do a better job of reaching out to the student
body, and students in return could seek out information

and engage with their elected representatives, yet an air
of distrust weakens that potential relationship. Oftentimes students fail to recognize that CCSGA representatives are students themselves.
“My subjectivity is formed not only as Student Body
President, but as a student who’s on full financial aid, and
as a queer student and as a student of color… I see inequity in a lot of places, and I’m not going to deny that, but
I’m here for a reason, I’m doing this job for a reason,” remarked Student Body President Dorsa Djalilzadeh.
And as any faculty member on campus will attest when
asked, the student body has enormous sway over the direction of the College—perhaps the largest voice outside
of officials themselves. The problem of creating change at
CC is only partially because of an unresponsive administration; the far bigger problem is the inability to communicate discontent in a powerful and organized way.
If organization of a student union at CC succeeds, it
could provide a space for collective action harnessing the
power of the student body. The group could take considerably more radical approaches than possible in CCSGA.
“Maybe we can hit one pressure point, and a student
group can hit another pressure point,” says Djalilzadeh.
However, the future of the student union and how it will
interact with the administration, CCSGA, and student
body remains to be seen.

Faculty Petition Creates Momentum
he Push to Rename Slocum Hall
Continued from the front page
“The Board of Trustees has sole authority for naming buildings and bestowing college honors, as well as
the authority to remove such honors. At their meeting
two weeks ago, the board appointed a trustee committee
to recommend a process for the consideration of the removal of honorary designations (named buildings, honorary degrees, etc.). The process will be proposed to the full
board for approval and once approved, the campus will be
informed. With a process in place, the board can carefully
consider this matter,” continued Tiefenthaler in the blog.
Tiefenthaler also alluded to the fact that articles had
been written in the past about Slocum’s behavior towards
women, however Randall’s detailed findings had been particularly jarring because of their specificity.
Following the meeting, Randall and Associate Professor Gail Murphy-Geiss drafted a petition that the faculty
is currently circulating, which reads as follows: “Because
President Slocum’s behavior was offensive in his
day, as well as ours, we request that his name be
removed from Slocum Residence Hall, and the
process be initiated for the selection of a new
name. We believe that a building named after
such a figure compromises the reputation of the
college. We also request that his portrait be removed from the main stairwell in Palmer Hall.”
The College’s naming policy states: “In unusual or unforeseen circumstances, the College
reserves the right to remove a previously approved name. The President of the College will
bring forth the recommendation for approval by
the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. Examples of such situations include, but are
not limited to: […] Continuation of the name may
compromise the public trust or reputation of the
College.” The full board meets in February and
will then discuss changing the name of the dorm.
According to a survey of students via social media, students are mostly in favor of removal of the
name. When asked if they would be likely to initiate or support the renaming of Slocum hall, 96 percent of
the respondents answered yes. When asked if they believe
systematic patterns of sexual assault and harassment warrant renaming of a building named after the alleged assailant, 97 percent of the respondents answered yes.
Many colleges nationwide have been changing building names and removing statues denoting racist histories,
however very few have publicly announced name removal
from buildings or statues that honor known sexual assailants. St. Olaf College in Minnesota is one of the only other
colleges making headlines for renaming a building in wake
of sexual misconduct.
Slocum Hall was built in 1953-1954 and therefore named
long after Slocum had been cast out of the CC community.
Housing was not available for an interview to comment on
who was in charge of the 1996 renovation, and if they were
aware of the history behind the name.
Professor Owen Cramer, however, stated that he heard
about the case sometime in the late 1960s through a professor in the history department researching the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) inquiry. Cramer commented that this information had been in circu-

lation for 50 years and mentioned fairly frequently “but
the only concrete result I can think of came sometime in
the late 1980s when the NSO book was Sissela Bok’s “Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life” and I was, by
chance, assigned the Slocum lounge as venue for my discussion with the new students.”
“I had never until then noticed the framed copy of a
Trustees resolution from the end of Slocum’s presidency
that then hung over the fireplace in the lounge: it contained effusive thanks for his faithful service to the college,
and I made an example of it for the discussants—Colorado
College officially lying about its CEO, including celebrating
him in this way in a building named for him. I never saw
that document again, and assume that Pres. Worner’s office repossessed the framed copy after word of that session
got back – though I didn’t actually go and tell Lew Worner
to do it.”

lecherous side. However, she suggested Sallie Payne Morgan and Edith Bramhall as possible new names saying,
“Both women had an outsized influence on the college’s
life. Fearless, outspoken, principled, and magnetic, they
stood out in what seems to have been a male-dominated
place.”
Bramhall held several “firsts” among many other scholarly distinctions including, “First female recipient of a
Ph.D. in history at the University of Pennsylvania, first
female professor with a doctorate who made a career at
CC, and first woman elected to the Colorado Springs City
Council.”
Sallie Payne Morgan was another venerated woman
in college history. “She came to CC as Assistant Dean of
Women in 1949 and became Dean of Women in 1950. She
retired in 1957, went back to Mississippi (home, I think),
and sickened (literally) by the treatment of blacks there,
she came back to CC and served part time as a
book checker (the library hired someone to see
that people had checked out the books) until
1976. That position gave her the chance to befriend a lot of students and faculty. As Dean of
Women, she worked to relax the many social restrictions on women students.”
Both Professor Tip Ragan and Professor Dennis McEnnerney suggested Jane Cauvel as a worthy character to name the hall after. Ragan had
first heard of the scandal from the links Randall
had sent on the Feminist and Gender Studies listserv, and “was taken aback”. In response to why
he suggested Cauvel, Ragan said “She was one
of the only women on the faculty for a long time.
She was in philosophy and helped found Asian
Studies. She was a huge supporter of women
across the campus. She is one of the most humane people there is.”
McEnnerney continued, “She was one of most
influential, pioneering women faculty members
at the College. While there have been a few female faculty members from the beginning of the College,
Jane may well have been one of the first to be widely influential.” Cauvel introduced East Asian studies into the a
predominantly western curriculum, as well as a Women’s
Studies program.
Cauvel’s mark on philosophy can still be seen today as
she has expanded the curriculum past western origin, and
was one of the earliest women in the field nationwide. She
was a strong force in diversifying all three of these academic disciplines as well as other academic distinctions
such as serving as the college’s Ombudsperson in her retirement.
“She was a real pioneer, she helped to put the College on
a path toward all kinds of diversity long before most people
gave diversity a second thought, and that the legacy of her
work remains important today” are all compelling reasons
to have a hall named in her honor said McEnnerney.
The full list, courtesy of Randall, includes the aforementioned names in addition to other notable female alumni
including the College’s current President Jill Tiefenthaler,
Kathryn Mohrman, first female President of the College, as
well as many other venerated female alumni.

The College’s naming policy states: “In unusual or unforeseen circumstances, the College reserves the right to remove a previously
approved name. The President of the College
will bring forth the recommendation for approval by the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees.”

“Overall, it seems only a few leaders in the faculty were
fired for, more or less, exposing Slocum. And then about
half the faculty resigned or retired because they were disgusted with trustee’s attempts to cover up things. So what
it appears very likely Slocum did was pretty well-know at
the time, and contested. Later, it was vaguely recounted
in some histories of the College, and whitewashed in others, including the most recent official one…Given how
problematic the trustees were back in Slocum’s time, one
would hope that their present-day descendants might
want to distinguish themselves by acting very differently!
But it is entirely their call, in the end,” said Professor Dennis McEnnerney.
The next step after name removal is finding a new
name. Randall has compiled a list from suggestions by
many professors across campus. Randall herself said “If I
were in charge of renaming the dormitory, my top three
names would be Maude Bard, Mary Chenoweth, and Effie Stroud, in no particular order. There are so many good
choices, though— it will be hard to decide!”
Professor Susan Ashley hadn’t heard of any previous
renaming effort for the hall nor did she know of Slocum’s
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10 Questions with
Helen horpe is a celebrated journalist best
known for her work as an immersive journalist, spending years reporting a single story.
Her book “Just Like Us”, a story about young
immigrant students, was named one of the
best books of the year by the Washington
Post and went on to win the Colorado Book
Award. Her work has appeared in the New
York Times Magazine, New Yorker, Texas
Monthly, and 5280.
Interview By
Abigail Censky/
Photo By Nick Penzel

The Catalyst: Do you remember
a particular moment when things
clicked and you knew you wanted to
be a writer?
Helen Thorpe: When I was 7 years old,
a friend of my parents gave me a typewriter, like a really old antique, even in
that era, and I mean this was 40 plus years
ago. I started writing poetry on the typewriter. And they were just the kinds of
poems that a seven-year-old would write.
But, I was actually kind of enchanted with
the idea of becoming a writer through
this act, and it became like my beloved
possession. And this friend of my parents
who gave it to me is an artist, and I used
to go visit her while she was painting or
doing sand sculpture, and just type poetry. I mean this went on for some time.
So, I think from that point forward it was a
dream that I had and, you know, intermittently I thought I would do other things,
but I kept returning to that idea.
TC: What drew you to immersive
journalism?
HT: It was the experience of writing my
first book […] When I think about it I realize that a lot of the books that I was reading were based on immersive reporting,
and I hadn’t thought a lot about that term
or the practices that these authors were
using, I just loved their books. And so, I
think I had kind of a model in my mind
when I started my first book — “Just Like
Us” — that I really wanted to be able to
write about people after getting to know
them over time. I feel like journalism—a
lot of it—involves parachuting in, asking
questions, running away, writing your
story. And I never felt that I knew people
well enough, and I just really wanted to
spend years getting to know people. And
then, about halfway through working on
that book, I read Adrian Nicole LeBlanc’s
book, Random Family, and she kind of set
the bar for, you know, as immersive a project as anybody I know has ever worked
on: spending 10 years doing that project.
Actually, I remember thinking at the time,
“OK well, I should just give up, like I can’t
possibly immerse myself as fully or write
a book as extraordinary as what she did.”
And then I modulated that response too,
“OK well, let me try to get to know these
people I’m hanging out with even better
and try to really be able to bring them to
life on the page” where a reader can fully
empathize with them because they know
them as a human being, almost.
TC: A lot of your work involves
shadowing people for a prolonged
period of time. How do you enter into
these insular communities, and what
level of trust is required for them
to share their stories with you?
HT: A huge level of trust is required for
them to share their stories, and I think
I had different practices with different
books but maybe I’ll talk about the most
recent one. So, for “The Newcomers”, I
visited South High School in August 2015,
and it was a week before school was going to start, and the principal had agreed
to meet with me just because she was an
expert, in my mind, on refugees, being
the principal of this high school where
so many refugee students and immigrant
students were enrolled. An interesting
thing happened, which was the principal
said, “You’re welcome to spend as much

time in this building as you want. I read
your first book. And I know that you were
really sensitive in how you treated the
stories of undocumented students, and I
know you’re sensitive to immigrants and
I think you would be really respectful of
our kids. And as much time as you want to
spend in this building you’re welcome.”
[...] I put myself in this beginner level
English Language Acquisition classroom
and wanted to see what would happen.
For the book to work, the students in
the room had to open up to me, and, if
you can imagine, they’re arriving from
all over the world. They don’t speak English yet or not very well, and they’ve had
maybe difficult experiences — their coming from countries where there’s more
conflict — and they’re trying to get used
to an American high school and learn a
new language. It’s an overwhelming experience for them. So, I just waited and
I did not try to interview them for many
months. […] But basically, I try to let them
acclimate and I try to sense when would
be a comfortable time for them to try to
open up to me if they wanted to. And my
instincts told me to wait till they were
more ready. And then I really left the
choice up to them. They had to choose
freely whether they wanted to talk to me
or not. […] I think I have one skill: I’m a
good listener. I try to elevate that as close
to a super power as I can get it to be. I
mean I try to really listen to everything
somebody is saying, everything they
might not be saying, all the nonverbal
cues. I try to listen as closely as I can to
people and I think if you’re trying to really listen to them that deeply, they sense
that you’re really trying to understand
their story, and trust accrues from there.
TC: In this book, did you find that
even though these 22 students spoke
14 different languages and had
ranges of experiences entering the
United States, that there are any
universal high school experiences
that transcend cultural or linguistic background?
HT: That’s a great question, and absolutely. I loved seeing that emerge because
it’s not apparent at first; we notice all our
differences maybe at the outset, not our
commonalities. There was a young woman from El Salvador and she was trying to
communicate with a young woman from
Vietnam, and they didn’t have enough
English to have a common language; one
spoke Spanish when one spoke Vietnamese. And they started using the Google
Translate app on their cell phones to
communicate. What they wanted to talk
about were what kind of movies they like,
and they both liked scary movies like “The
Conjuring”. And then they wanted to talk
about shoes, and they both loved Converse high tops. And this was how they
were bonding during their first months in
America when they were scared and lonely and didn’t have any friends. It was so
funny watching them type in Spanish and
translate that into Vietnamese, and then
share the phone because they couldn’t
talk, they could only communicate by
Google Translate text messaging. But
nonetheless they were talking about all
the stuff that teenagers would talk about
anywhere. I mean they cared about acne
medication, they cared about whether a
boy they kissed in the park actually liked
them or not, and the boys cared about
soccer and who was the best at soccer,
how to play more soccer, and how to get
on the soccer team. How to pay for soccer
cleats. It was soccer all the time with the
guys in the room.
I have a 15-year-old son and many of
the kids in the room were between 14 and
19 — roughly the same age as my kid. I
found myself over time feeling very maternal towards the students in the room
who were so — their lives were so much
harder than say, my son’s life. But also, I
could see all these things that they had in
common and how they were figuring out
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what it meant to be a teenager and how
you become an adult in America all at the
same time. I thought it was awe inspiring
to watch them try and succeed and adapt.
You know when they started out the room
was really silent and scared. By the end of
the year it was so filled with joy. And they
were flirting and sleepovers, and one kid
from El Salvador proposed to a girl from
Iraq in math class.
TC: You said in another interview
that you have this intention of using the room of newcomers in South
High School as kind of a map of the
refugee crisis for your readers. How
did you arrive at structuring the
book that way or how did that kind
of thought come about?
HT: So. Immersion journalism is a bit of
a gamble because at the outset you don’t
know what’s going to happen. In an immersion project, you’re putting yourself
in some place because you think an interesting story will unfold over time. […]
When I was in this classroom, I didn’t
know at the outset who was going to show
up in the room or whether it would be
interesting enough to constitute a book.
And it wasn’t until about four or five
months had elapsed that enough students
showed up that I could see that they were
mapping the refugee crisis. There were
only five kids at the outset of the year, and
kids showed up all throughout the school
year. By the end of the year there were 22
kids who spoke 14 languages and arrived
using five different alphabets, and this
one teacher had to teach all of them English, which is just heroic. But only about
midway through did I start to say, oh my
gosh somebody is coming from the Congo, number one center of refugees to the
U.S. Somebody is coming from Burma,
number one center of refugees to the U.S.
in the year past.
There’s two sisters here from Iraq, and
they’re sending a lot of refugees to the
U.S. We have a debate in this country
about refugees and about refugee resettlement. In that debate, we speak as
if everybody is from the Middle East. In
fact, the reality of the refugee crisis is a
lot bigger than just one region, and this
room had representation from all the
countries in [Africa, the Middle East, and
Southeast Asia producing refugees.] And
I only realized about halfway through my
reporting that that’s what I was witnessing. And that’s when I saw that the room
could be used to show the reader on a human scale: here are all the places in the
world that are producing refugees and
each of these families’ journeys is kind of
a hallmark of what the refugee experience
is in that particular place. […] So in all

these ways the kids were representative
of what’s happening in the world. And yet
if you watch the evening news or read the
newspaper and you see some of those big
stories about how many refugees there
are all at once, they say 60,000 people are
displaced right now — it’s really hard to
care about 60,000 people because it’s just
vast and it feels insurmountable. It can
feel overwhelming.
But if you get to know individuals, it’s
a very different experience emotionally.
And I think by getting to know these students, I was able to appreciate, as individuals, what they had lived through and
then to understand the refugee crisis also
more at a human level. And that’s when I
think it becomes really moving.
TC: You’ve covered groups of people whose kind of narrative arcs are
still relatively undetermined in our
national conversation with undocumented immigrants, female soldiers,
and now refugees. What emotions do
you go through as a reporter of very
contemporary history?
HT: I had started reporting this book in
the fall of 2015, and I actually taught at
CC a block in November 2015, so I had
been in this classroom for six or eight
weeks before my block started. And then
I came to CC and taught narrative nonfiction, and then I went back to the classroom at South High School and started
reporting this book again. And, while I
was teaching here, we had a conversation
in the room about this genre — narrative
nonfiction — and I remember realizing
that for the students I was teaching, the
books that we were reading struck them
as very compelling on the one hand, but
also in this genre there’s [an importance]
to have emotional distance or separation
from your subject, and you’re aiming for
objectivity. […] And I left my teaching experience at CC and went back and continued reporting. […]I wanted to include
some of my own personal emotions that
I was experiencing as I was doing the reporting. I wanted to describe them for the
reader and be a little more transparent
and candid about the piece and to write
it from a more subjective viewpoint […]
And in the end, I really endorse the idea
of refugee resettlement as really meaningful and important work, and I’m kind
of unabashed about it.
TC: What needs to change in our national conversation, from your perspective, concerning refugees and resettlement in this country, and how do
you think we can achieve that?

Continued on next page
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HT: Well I certainly, actually, do understand why
people are scared of refugee resettlement because
I know that simultaneous with images of many
people on the move in the media, we’ve had terrorist incidents also. And, I think those two things
unfortunately have been conlate, when I see them
as very separate and distinct subjects. We are actually very good at refugee resettlement and we have
ive federal agencies, including the Department of
Homeland Security, that vet refugees and they’ve
never made a mistake. here’s not one instance of
a refugee entering this country with refugee status
and committing a lethal act of terrorism or...anything like...what the fears may be. I believe we’re
really good at refugee resettlement and we’ve kind
of forgotten that [....] Refugee resettlement work is
done by nine resettlement agencies, but it’s done in
cooperation with a lot of churches. Churches typically—and mosques and synagogues—supply the
volunteers who befriend families, and bring them
used furniture, and help them learn English and
sometimes drive them places if they don’t know
how to get from point A to point B as they are just
in their irst weeks or months in America… And, we
seem to have forgotten that we’re just really good
at this. here’s not actually really a problem in this
country with refugee resettlement. here hasn’t
been a big issue with it. here hasn’t been a big
problem. here hasn’t been a disaster […] We’re
really reacting to our fears and I think they’re unfounded.
TC: You gravitate towards these stories
where you live in places that aren’t often
heard, or [are] drowned out by louder voices. How do you integrate your positionality
into your journalism?
HT: In “he Newcomers” I was granted access to
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an English Language Acquisition classroom where all
these kids are learning English. hey’ve just arrived. At
the outset I couldn’t even walk up to one of them and
say, ‘Hi, I’m a journalist.’ Journalists aren’t usually in
classrooms. It’s a very protected environment. Normally, it’s just a teacher and his students. he teacher
looked at me with my notebook across the room, as I
was trying to observe everything going on, and said, “I
want you to be part of our community and I want you
to work with my students.” And I said, “Well actually,
you know, I’m a journalist and I think I should have
some distance here and maintain my kind of journalistic role. I don’t want to confuse the kids about who I
am. I don’t want them to think I work at the school.”
[…]
And he was like, “Yeah, no. I’m trying to build a
community in this room and I want you to participate
with these students and being part of that community. Maybe you could read with them and help them
with their writing.” [….] And so, ultimately, I brought
in 14 diferent interpreters to speak to the kids in each
one of their home languages to be really sure they understood, there’s a journalist in the room. You get to
choose if you want to be part of the book or not. And
at the same time, I took the teacher up on this idea that
I should participate, and I think in participating in the
room and the experience of learning, I got invested in
the kids learning. And I was cheering for them. And I
wanted them to succeed.
I became emotionally [involved], more than if I had
just stayed in the corner of the room with my notes.
And this time around I decided that that was OK....First
of all it made me much more accessible to the kids and
they got to interact with me in a non-journalistic manner irst, which, I think enabled them to get to know me
outside of the book project. […] It helped build trust
and rapport. And then, I never tried to interview them
or ask them questions about their background until
we’d had the chance to have the interpreter explain...
who I was, got permission from their parents to sign
a form in their home language. hen, I asked a little
bit about their background. […] For me it was some of
the most morally challenging questions and dilemmas

Colorado Springs Clean DREAMers Head to D.C.
Photo
courtesy
of Emma
Kerr

Continued from the front page
no funding for detention centers, and no E-Verify
(an electronic government employment eligibility
verification form).
That is one of the main issues with impending
legislation surrounding the renewal of DACA, according to Fernandez-Diaz: “One of the things
that we’re pushing to get rid of, is the idea that you
should protect us, but then go after our families. We
don’t want that, we’re not going to let that happen.
And that’s what they’ve been trying to do. That’s
what they did with DACA.”
Fernandez-Diaz adds lawmakers are largely playing a game of legislative chicken on behalf of DACA
recipients, adding there are some bills that require
“to get those benefits, they want us to give away
our due process rights.... it’s wrong [they’re] taking
away our rights, just [so we can] get this benefit.”
Fernandez-Diaz expressed great frustration that
the ‘good’ DREAMer narrative, the narrative of a
DREAM Act beneficiary attending college and paying taxes etc., has continually been employed by
lawmakers. But, she argues, the narrative inherently criminalizes other undocumented people, especially those not in higher education.

“They’re saying we’re okay, but then they want
more enforcement, and more people terrorizing
our communities, and we don’t want that, we’re not
going to let that happen.” Fernandez-Diaz emphasizes the bottom line of the Clean Dream Act is the
assurance that DREAMers families would not be
persecuted, or the government would not provide
additional resources for enforcement.
The Colorado Springs Clean Dream Team has
been meeting in different locations on campus on
Sundays in preparation for their weekly action. The
goal is to have effectively lobbied for a Clean Dream
Act by the close of this legislative session in midDecember.
As part of the final push, Dream Team members
and CC students, Emma Kerr and Veronica Fernandez-Diaz have taken the block to go lobby for the
Clean Dream Act in Washington D.C. They plan to
be there for two weeks and plans involve a rally in
front of the White House, trainings on organizing
strategy, and speaking to Congressmen about the
bill. Any congressional action on the bill is slated
to happen before the close of the legislative session
Thursday, December 14.
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that I’ve ever faced as a journalist. […] And I try to write about all of that in the
book. So, I make the question of my position in the classroom something that
the reader is actually thinking about a little bit too. I say in the book at one
point that I feel that these kids are so extraordinary and what they have lived
through is so enormous the teacher and myself, I feel both of us, are trying
our best to sort of rise to the occasion. But it was taking everything we had.
TC: After spending time with these refugees and their families
what is the one thing that you wish Americans knew about our
country’s refugees?
HT: We have an idea implicit in all of our dialogue about refugees that they
are a burden that we maybe should shoulder. But the idea is they’re a burden.
Honestly, after spending a year and a half reporting...getting to know refugee
families, that has not been my personal experience whatsoever. Some of the
families that I got to know had never taken a hot shower before they arrived
in this country. One family that I got to know really well, a Congolese family,
had never owned a major appliance like a stove, and they didn’t know how to
work a stove in their apartment when they irst arrived.
It’s kind of easy to live in the United States and take our hot showers and
our stoves and having a roof over our head for granted. But not everybody
has that. here are people in this country who are struggling. But by and large
this country is so much more aluent than the rest of the world. And, we can
forget that. We can forget that the vast majority of people in this country lead
a lifestyle that’s just really far easier... I found getting to know these families
a gift. hey were never a burden to me. hey just opened my eyes to many
truths and many realities.

Gubernatorial Candidate
Kennedy Addresses CC Dems
By ZACK GLOSSER
Former Colorado State Treasurer, Cary Kennedy visited campus on
Tuesday for a town hall sponsored by the Colorado College Democrats.
Kennedy is the mother of a current CC sophomore, and her husband is
an alum. She is running for Governor of Colorado but first needs to win
the highly contested Democratic primary. The event had a large turnout with a mix of CC students and local Colorado Springs residents. “It
is a great primary race this year which makes it hard to make a choice. I
do like Cary because she has a lot of experience working for Colorado,”
said local resident Martha de Ulbaari.
Kennedy has been a part of Colorado’s leadership team for the past
decade, not only as State Treasurer, but also as the Chief Financial
Officer and Deputy Mayor of Denver. She is the only candidate in the
Democratic primary who has won a major statewide election. “We are
proud of the progress that we have made as an innovative and forwardlooking state. We are a model for the rest of the country, and we have
built one of the fastest growing economies in the nation,” said Kennedy.
U.S. News ranks Colorado the best state for the economy, following
Kennedy’s four-year term as Treasurer.
Kennedy’s message resonated with junior political science major Sarah Turi, “I am definitely going to vote for her.” Cary Kennedy’s platform
for governor is, “If we invest in our people, manage our money responsibly, and protect the Colorado we love, we can ensure that everyone
here can benefit from our progress.”
Kennedy continued to stress key issues in Colorado like Colorado’s
taxpayer bill of rights (TABOR). “I always say the first rule of holes is
if you are in one, stop digging. TABOR keeps digging our hole deeper,”
said Kennedy. Currently, TABOR limits how Colorado uses the money
collected by taxes. Because of TABOR, Colorado is unable to invest in
education, which Kennedy has claimed make half of Colorado school
districts shorten the school week to four days and lead to crumbling
school buildings. Kennedy was responsible for managing taxpayer’s
money and is very familiar with TABOR and its flaws. She has stated
that her priority as Governor will be to fix the education system in Colorado, which requires comprehensive TABOR reform.
Kennedy’s second priority as Governor would be to keep healthcare
affordable and accessible to all Coloradoans. She stated, “I am the only
candidate in this race that has proposed offering a public option so
that everyone in Colorado will have the opportunity to purchase public
health insurance.” 1.4 Million residents in Colorado are on Medicaid.
Kennedy explained that a greater access to public health insurance
would allow the state to negotiate lower costs across the board as well
as a lower premium.
Kennedy’s third priority is protecting Colorado and combatting climate change. During her visit to CC, she said, “We will meet the emissions reductions targets in the Paris Climate Agreement with or without
the help of Washington.”
“I am running for Governor for a reason. I have no interest in going
to Washington.” Kennedy has a love for the state of Colorado and states
she wants to focus on in-state issues rather than, what she calls, “the
divisiveness in Washington.” Kennedy said, “What happens in Washington stays in Washington.” The audience reacted positively to this
emphasis on putting Colorado’s priorities above party politics. Kennedy continued to stress that every race down the ballot is crucial and
will affect Colorado in the future. “It is important we stay informed on
a local level because it doesn’t get as much attention,” said sophomore
Chris Maurice.
Kennedy closed with, “I am running for governor to continue this
great work to continue the prosperity that we see in this state. I have
spent my career tearing barriers down, and that is the work I will continue to do as your governor.” Kennedy did not dodge students’ questions, as she iterated why she is the right person for the job.
“This was a chance to learn about an impressive candidate for Governor,” said senior Steven Ortega, co-chair of CC Democrats.
CC Dems is hosting many candidates for all positions throughout the
ballot before the Democratic primaries. Join CC Dems this Monday to
hear from congressional candidate Stephany Rose Spaulding.
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an integral part in her life. “I love having swim as a part of my day and I love
traveling with the team and seeing new
places,” Cooper said. However, competitive swimming is extremely taxing and
By Claire Tobin
the season is long. “Practicing every day
without having a break is hard,” Cooper
Competitive swimming is one of the per, her mom helped her foster a love
said. “It’s a huge mental game and I get
most physically and mentally taxing for the sport by playing with her in the
inside my head a lot. I get frustrated
sports. According to Dr. Anthony Bull, pool at a young age. “My mom was my
with myself over my progress in meets
professor of human biology and kine- first swim coach,” Cooper said. “She was
sometimes.”
siology, swimmers are among the most a swimmer and a coach for years. She
Cooper draws her motivation from two
overworked athletes. The swim team taught me how to swim when I was six
main
sources:
practices in the pool Monday through months old.”
her own strong
Cooper
began
Saturday for about two hours every day
“I might have cried and every inner drive and
comand attends mandatory lifts three times swimming
muscle
in my body may hurt, but her teammates.
a week. The team has to sacrifice many petitively in elCooper is fiercely
of their Block Breaks and even large ementary school,
I did it.”
competitive and
parts of Thanksgiving and Winter Break took a brief hialoves the feeling
tus from the sport
to attend swim meets and train.
of accomplishment after a hard workout
Swimmers keep a rigorous practice during middle school, and then reor meet. “I love coming out of the pool
schedule, manage to find time to eat turned to the pool her freshman year
and telling myself that I did it. I might
several thousand calories a day, and of high school. “I tried other sports
have cried and every muscle in my body
mysteriously keep their hair from turn- in middle school but realized I hated
may hurt, but I did it.”
ing green in the chlorine. Senior swim- [them],” Cooper admitted. “So I started
Cooper also acknowledged how supmer Hannah Cooper sat down with me swimming again freshman year.” Cooportive and helpful her teammates are
to discuss how hardworking and fun- per competes in the 200 meter and 100
in maintaining motivation throughout
meter backstroke and sometimes mixes
loving the CC swim team is.
the season. “We’re a very close team,
Cooper is an english-film track major in the 200 meter individual medley if
and we spend a lot of time together,”
and a dedicated member of the swim she can score points. “I like the sprint
she said. Cooper hinted that the strong
team. She is from Dallas and began events, and I like to stare at the ceiling
bonds formed on the team are partly
swimming around the same time she endlessly,” Cooper said with a smile.
due to how much skin shown while in
Cooper’s love for the pool has played
learned how to walk. According to Coouniform. “We’re 90 percent naked all the

Chlorine: The Breakfast of Champions

time. It [definitely] brings you closer.”
When asked about the quirks of the
swim team, Cooper laughed and admitted that there many themed parties throughout the year. The most anticipated event of the year is the swim
team prom. According to Cooper, the
entire team is dressed to the nines. She
then opened up about her own personal quirks. “I’m missing two of my front
teeth and I can take them out, “You know
it’s a true friendship when you lose them
and your friends are on their hands and
knees looking for them.”
As a senior, this is Cooper’s last year
on the swim team. “I am more focused
on enjoying the team and the sport [this
year]. I know I’ll miss all of this when
I’m done, so I’m trying to make it last,”
Cooper said. The swim season is just
getting underway, but so far Cooper is
happy with her progress. “We just had a
meet in Chicago, and I dropped time in
every event I was in.”
Cooper was adamant about keeping
her prerace superstitions a secret. She
insisted that if her ritual was shared with
the school, then it would lose its magic.
“I can tell you this, I have a certain pair
of goggles that I wear only at Championships.”
You can see her race here at CC on
Dec. 9.
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Q&A with Sophomore Basketball

Conversations by Candlelight: Mind-

Player and Honey Mustard

Blowing Dinner Talks at Baca

Enthusiast CooXooEii Black
By Ben Hall
CooXooEii Black is a sophomore starting forward on the CC men’s basketball
team. The Wyoming native currently leads
the team in blocks and is second on the
team in points-per-game this season. The
men’s team is off to a 3-1 start and plays
their next home game on Dec. 13 at 7 p.m.
against Caltech at Reid Arena.

low, had all these really silky-smooth
moves, and a lot of pump fakes. You just
really never knew what to expect when
guarding him. So I like to do that. I like
to pump fake, spin, and be unpredictable.

Ben Hall: You guys are off to a strong
start so far this season at 3-1. Congrats
on that. What do you guys need to do as a
team to keep that momentum going this
season?

CB: For me, I just want to continue to
mature as a player. Make smarter decisions on the court that’ll help my teammates and help me play better… Just really fill my role and help my team win.

CooXooEii Black: Our one loss we
came out with low energy… We were kind
of sluggish… I think our key is to have high
energy, be excited to play, and a big stress
for us this year is playing for each other.

BH: What’s your favorite condiment?

BH: Do you have any secret talents?

BH: What goals do you have for yourself for this season?

CB: I’d have to go honey mustard. I really love honey mustard.
BH: Do you see any parallels between
honey mustard as a condiment and the
way that you play or train?

Photo Courtesy of CC Athletics
CB: I can freestyle. I like to mess around
and rap.
BH: Do you have a Soundcloud?
CB: No [laughs], I don’t have a Soundcloud. I don’t put any of my music out,
I usually just do it and then that’s that. I
also took a year of violin lessons, so I can
kinda-sorta play the violin.
BH: Do you have a rap name?
CB: Yeah, I call myself Young Jrake.
BH: Clever. Individually, you’re also
doing very well this season, averaging
five points per game more than last season. What were you doing in the offseason to prep for this season?
CB: I worked at a rec gym back home, so
basically my entire summer was watching
the desk, and then working out and playing basketball, so it was a perfect set up. I
got a lot of gym time in.
BH: Which shoe do you tie first?
CB: I think it’s my left shoe. I actually
have the Lebron 11s, so it’s Velcro, but I
think I go left-right putting them on and
then left-right tying.
BH: Who’s your favorite player who
you try to model yourself after?
CB: I’m a big fan of Hakeem Olajuwon,
The Dream. He was really shifty down-

CB: You think of honey mustard as this
out-there sauce, like honey and mustard
together… you want to train differently
than the normal training to get better results. You gotta have a different mindset
than everybody else, you can’t be afraid
to fail. You just gotta try to set yourself
apart by doing things differently.
BH: If you were going to play one other
sport at CC, what would it be?
CB: If I were to play another sport, I’d
probably go with soccer. I was never good
at soccer, but I think if you were nasty on
the soccer field that would be pretty fun.
Just being able to handle the ball with
your feet would be really cool.
BH: Is there anything else on, o off the
court that makes you, you?
CB: I guess my past few classes have
really been making me realize how important indigenous communities need
leaders. Basketball’s really big back on
my reservation, so I’ve just been really
humbled to be able to play basketball
and kind of step into a leadership position through that, and that gives me a lot
of motivation to keep working hard and
doing as best I can.
Black is ready to give his all this season.
He’ll be practicing his sneaky pump fakes
and his honey mustard like training over
the next weeks. You can see him in action
on Wednesday, Dec. 13 in Reid Arena.

By Sam Mathai
Every week, senior
Sam Mathai sits down
with a new member
of the CC community,
bringing a student athlete’s perspective to the
table.
I would like to lead off by saying that
I am currently writing from Baca, where
my molecular biology capstone course is
hiding for a week. I wanted to write about
gene editing and its potential impacts in
sports because honestly, science is more
or less my life right now.
Since 2012, there is a good chance you
may have heard of something called
CRISPR/cas. Pronounced like the drawer
in your refrigerator, CRISPR has been
hailed as a revolution in science. It is
the next big thing, and the promises of it
seem endless. You may have heard some
things about designer babies or bringing
back the wooly mammoth, and though
it sounds like bad science fiction, these
ideas may be possible with this technology.
CRISPR is an acronym for terminology
that is irrelevant here. The gist of it is
this: it is a system discovered in bacteria
that researchers have co-opted to reliably cut DNA wherever they want. That is
the hard part; we know how to add genes
once the DNA is broken. So what this
technology really entails is an efficient
way to edit the genes of any organism,
from making corn kernels larger to creating faster, stronger humans (as if the rest
of us really needed to feel any worse).
Right now, it’s being used for research
and agriculture, and staying out of the
human body. It is slowly creeping towards human trials, though. There has
been work done in human embryos in
China using CRISPR. It was more or less
unsuccessful, but the fact remains that
this technology will inevitably be used
for human genome editing once it is refined. If this doesn’t worry you, it probably should. Not because of some worstcase, Frankenstein’s monster-esque
scenario, but because of the enormous
power we will soon have to change how
we look, perform and, who we are.

This has spurred much debate on how
much we should play God. I mean, there
is ample opportunity to do so. At dinner
I raised this question with my professor,
Phoebe Lostroh, and we may have played
a little God, or so we intended.
Within minutes, we had started playing
the Devil instead, thinking of nefarious
ways in which we could use genetic engineering in sports. There is a gene, called
myostatin, which creates hyper muscular
organisms when deleted. “That could be
fun,” Lostroh mused.
Or, we could modify the gene that controls the protein that Lance Armstrong
famously used to ‘dope’ his blood. Increasing its production would lead to an
advantage that appears completely natural and untraceable. The direction this
conversation went lead to ideas I hadn’t
thought of before, and I expressed my
awe at the fiendish ways we were finding
to use science to cheat in sports. “Yeah…
and I haven’t even been drinking,” Lostroh replied, her head nodding in encouragement as my classmates added their
own twisted ideas.
On a darker note, Lostroh raised the idea
of forced genetic modifications. There
have been scandals where women are
suspected of being men. What if, in that
situation, an athlete had an XY chromosome, but developed as a female (which
is entirely possible, for some legitimate
biological reasons?) What if, to compete,
someone mandated that their genome
had to be edited to XX?
Things had taken a turn down a treacherous road, and soon we were discussing
an apocalyptic future in which gladiators had returned, genetically modified
to fight with superhuman strength. That
particular scenario does seem unlikely,
but Lostroh agreed that considerations
for genetically modified humans in sports
were likely inevitable, given the pace of
research.
Of course, these are hilariously minor
applications next to things like curing genetic diseases or bringing back species
that we have driven to extinction, but this
isn’t a science column, so I’ll leave you all
with that for now.

Schulman Takes the Lead: CC Men’s
Club Soccer Prepares for
Inaugural Season
By Zack Glosser
Junior Zac Schulman came to Colorado College three years ago with a love
for soccer, but he quickly discovered
that he desired more than what the intramurals could offer. Unfortunately,
there was not an alternative besides the
DIII team, so he sought a men’s club
soccer team. At first, he was constantly
denied. “Everyone said the team was
impossible,” Schulman said.
But a few years later, Schulman decided to find out for himself, so he approached Chris Starr, the director of
intramurals, club sports, and wellness,
and voiced his desire for a men’s club
soccer team. Starr supported the idea
from the start, but made it clear to
Schulman that he was responsible for
organizing the team. “It has been talked about for a while,” said sophomore
Charlie Mounts, an enthusiastic potential member of the men’s club soccer
team, “I’m excited that someone is finally putting it together.”
The team already has a massive interest of over 60 students, but according to Schulman, the team is still in the
early stages and is not yet official. Starr
said that the team will definitely form if

Schulman does the required work to get
into a league. So far there has been interest for the proposed team to play in two
conferences, one in the spring and the
other in the fall. Schulman has reached
out to league commissioners, coaches,
and even other captains to ensure that
this proposed team becomes a reality.
“There are a lot of people showing up
and it looks very promising,” said firstyear Alejandro Martinez. “Hopefully it
will be here to stay.” Scott Palgutta, head
coach of the CC men’s soccer team, has
even said that he will donate uniforms to
help ensure that the team becomes a reality. With support from Starr, Palgutta,
and the 60 students all under the leadership of Schulman, the team is likely
going to have its inaugural season this
spring.
“We have had two kick-arounds so far,
and there is definitely a lot of talented
soccer players here,” Schulman said.
The team meets every Sunday at 8 p.m.
on Washburn field, weather permitting.
If you have any questions about joining,
email z_schulman@coloradocollege.edu
for more information.
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Proposal to Raise National Parks Entrance Fees
ByAnna Grigsby
The Trump administration, specifically
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke, has hatched
a proposal to drastically increase national
park entrance fees in the 17 parks that
produce the most revenue. The plan
consists of raising day-use entry fees as
followed: $70 for noncommercial vehicles,
$50 for motorcycles, and $30 for pedestrians
or visitors on foot. In comparison with
the Grand Canyon’s current fees ($30 per
vehicle, $25 per motorcycle, $15 for visitors
on foot/bike), these numbers double for
vehicles and increase for other forms of
transportation. The annual pass would
remain at a flat rate of $80. A detailed fact
sheet and current and proposed fee rates
spreadsheet can be found on the National
Park Service website.
Changes to entrance fees can start as soon
as Jan. 1 for Joshua Tree National Park, May
1 for 12 other parks, and June 1 for the last
four parks. The dates were chosen by what
the park’s “peak time” is, and the proposed

fee change would last for five months of the which means addressing maintenance
peak period. For example, the Canyonlands issues for things like roads, campgrounds,
National Park entrance fee would be bridges, waterlines, bathrooms, etc. The
increased from May 1 to Sept. 30. The 17 National Park Service stated that 80 percent
parks susceptible to entrance fee changes of money will remain in the park that it is
include Acadia National Park, Arches collected in, while the other 20 percent will
National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, help fund other National Park projects.
With
this
Canyonlands
p r o p o s e d
National
Park,
his proposition makes an already entrance fee
Grand Canyon
the
National
Park, inaccessible activity increasingly less increase,
administration
Grand
Teton
accessible for minorities and low-inis making a
National
Park,
come families
statement
on
Joshua
Tree
who the parks
National
Park,
Rocky Mountain National Park, Yellowstone are for. Not only will the parks become
National Park, Yosemite National Park, and whiter (only 22 percent of the 274.85 million
visitors in 2009 were minorities), but the
Zion National Park.
The revenue that the park is expected to parks will become exclusive to only those
gain—if the proposal passes—will jump from who can afford them, denying hundreds
$199.9 million (2016) to $268.5 million within of working class families the ability to
the fiscal year. The extra $68.6 million will experience what supposedly is their nation's
go directly to help the “park infrastructure,” treasures. The most recent data concerning

the percentage of minorities that attend
National Parks is circa 2009; the parks have
not been tracking or compiling reports on
the number of minority visitors since then.
The National Parks Services are trying
to make their parks more inclusive with
their Centennial Campaign, which quotes
Theodore Roosevelt on their homepage:
“We have fallen heirs to the most glorious
heritage a people ever received, and each
one must do his part if we wish to show that
the nation is worthy of its good fortune.”
But with this proposal, they are making a
statement and reducing access to the “most
glorious heritage a people ever received.”
This proposition makes an already
inaccessible activity increasingly less
accessible for minorities and low-income
families. NPS is encouraging public comment
on the matter. The public can comment on
the NPS Planning, Environment and Public
Comment website: parkplanning.nps.gov/
proposedpeakseasonfeerates.
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Rethinking Nature: Peruvian Culture and Outdoor Recreation
By Benjamin Swift
As we sat around the fire near Ocongate,
Perú, Fabian, a shaman and native to the
area, shared his wisdom with us: “Before
we enter, we must ask the mountains’
permission. We must have permission to
venture into its sacred realm, to walk across
its glaciers, summit its peaks, sleep in its
basins.” We, a group of 12 gap year students
and three instructors, were preparing to
venture into the realm of a great Apu, a
mountain spirit. Before we could enter,
however, we had to do more than pack our
bags and bargain for potatoes. We had to
knock on the door of this mountain spirit
and request its blessing.
Our request for entry meant a ceremony.
Our group of 15 foreigners gathered around
a fire with Fabian and his wife Patricia.
Fabian played his handmade wooden flute
and Patricia’s raspy voice rang into the cold,
starry night. Later, once we had begun our
trek, we found ourselves on the ascent of
a pass with a threatening thunderstorm
looming in the distance. In order to ensure

our continued safety, Fabian held an
impromptu ceremony alongside the trail,
using coca leaves to ask the storm to hold
off until we reached camp. As we traveled
through the mountains, Fabian bridged the
gap between humans and nature, making
our excursion a conversation and two-way
interaction with our surroundings.
In the pre-Hispanic Aymara and Quechua
cultures of Bolivia, Perú, and Ecuador,
ceremonies are commonly performed for
a wide variety of purposes. On the streets
of La Paz, Bolivia, one might encounter
material—like musical instruments or
herbs—which can be used to help summon
lovers, bring good luck, or please the
Pachamama (Mother Earth). Ceremonies
aimed at serving Pachamama stem from
the Andean cosmovision (system of beliefs)
that the earth is hungry and needs constant
sustenance. For example, in a sheep sacrifice
ceremony, the first blood of the dying sheep
is poured onto the ground to feed the earth
before the rest is collected for various dishes.

Throughout Quechua and Aymara
tradition, the concept of ayni (reciprocity)
heavily informs ceremonies and traditions.
Ayni is the belief, on many levels, that
positive actions will lead to positive
outcomes for the individuals involved in the
long-term. Whether these actions are from
individuals to individuals, people to nature,
or nature to people, ayni drives these values
of unconditional kindness in Quechua and
Aymara culture. Kindness in interactions
may be reciprocated by nature, or kindness
to one person might be reciprocated with
hospitality from another.
The Andean cosmovision values kindness
towards everything seen as living. When
Fabian interacts with the mountain spirits
and treats them with respect as living
beings, he draws upon the concept of ayni,
with the belief that his actions will be
indirectly reciprocated, ultimately forging
a better world for everyone. U.S. culture
has historically viewed nature as a resource
to take advantage of, harness, control, and

exploit. Land is treated as a resource or
investment that must be manipulated to
extract riches that result in a profit. Even
for those of us who enjoy spending time
in an unspoiled and natural world, our
Western culture suggests we treat it as our
playground where we climb, ski, or traverse.
Even if, as environmentalists and outdoor
enthusiasts, we value the preservation of
our natural world, most of us have never
stopped and thought about our respect for
nature and our place within it. Even though
there are environmentalists and outdoor
enthusiasts who follow the principles of
‘Leave No Trace,’ humans are still, and will
always be ,outsiders. This divide does not
mean that we should all adopt the Andean
cosmovision, begin conversing with the
mountains, or cease exploring our wild
places for fear of our impacts on them.
Rather, we should think more critically
about the outdoors and about what our role
can and should be in protecting them.

Friends and Faces of the Barr Trail: Bailey Eppard
As the cold winter winds traverse the
western ridge of the Rocky Mountains and
tumble down the Peak, Barr Trail becomes
more chilling to the bone. When the trail
becomes icy and unforgiving, Barr Camp
overflows with warmth from the gas stove
and a whiney tea kettle. Today, the cabin
is packed with camp frequenters; however,
none of them can be bothered to socialize.
They are all patiently waiting their turn to
talk to Bailey Eppard.
Eppard floats from person to person with
a warm smile, her hair pulled back in a
characteristic messy bun while she refills

hot cocoa mugs and cleans the countertops.
Eppard, despite her waitlist for attention, is
not a fluent conversationalist. Instead, she
provides an ear for all of the frequenters to
discuss their wild adventures and reminisce
about their experiences at the camp.
Eppard enjoys her work and encourages the
frequenters to talk with her as she laughs
with the occasional “Oh really?” and “I
didn’t know that.” Although Eppard is an
avid listener, she has her own unique story
to share.
There’s something about the candle-lit
backwoods that attracts electrical engineers

and long-distance runners; first, there was
Zach Miller, and now there is Bailey Eppard.
She received her degree in electrical
engineering from University of Colorado
Colorado Springs (UCCS) in the spring of
2017. Despite her challenging major, Eppard
ran track and cross country until an injury
ended her college track career. She now runs
ultra-marathons and intends to train for a
50-miler in Moab this March. As a recent
graduate, Eppard is taking a “gap year”
to find her footing after graduation. She
spends her days training and performing
day-to-day upkeep of Barr Camp.

A Guide to Backcountry Ski Zones in Colorado
The ski industry generates $4.8 billion
in revenue annually. Most of this revenue
comes out of the 23 resorts that currently
operate within Colorado. But Colorado is a
large state with millions of acres of skiable
terrain that are not accessible by ski lifts.
That leaves copious opportunities to “earn

your turns,” as backcountry skiers say. Below
are some of the best backcountry ski zones
in Colorado. I must say that backcountry
skiing is dangerous and you need to know
what you’re doing before you head out there,
but can absolutely be worth the risk.

By Emily Ng

While Eppard found a love for adventuring
in the outdoors, she also values being
close to home. Eppard’s mother and father
followed her to college in Colorado Springs.
Eppard’s parents insist they were looking
for a good place to retire; however, Eppard
notes that it was not a coincidence when her
parents chose to live near her. Both Eppard’s
father and mother make their way to Barr
Camp several times a week and have gotten
to know the other frequenters well.
Eppard plans to continue working at Barr
Camp and intends to continue training and
catching up with her parents.

By Griffin Mansi

Monarch Pass
This pass is my go-to day skiing spot
in all of Colorado. It’s relatively close to
Colorado College, about a 2.5-hour drive,
which is about as far as Summit County. The
difference is that Monarch is to the south
along Interstate 50. This difference means

you avoid the traffic going to the resorts
along I-70. The skiing here is always pretty
good; the ‘perfect trees’ and ‘snow stake’
areas are both well-known spots that have
decent tree skiing and usually hold good
snow for a long time after storms.
Berthoud Pass
Berthoud Pass is the most well-known
backcountry zone in all of Colorado for a
very good reason. It is about a two-hour
drive from CC and only an hour from
Denver. It has tons of terrain and is actually
an old ski area that no longer operates. This
means there is plenty to ski even with the
large crowds from Denver.
Hoosier Pass
You’ve probably driven over this pass if
you’ve taken Highway 24 to Breckenridge. It
is an average midwinter spot if you know the
area well. However, Hoosier really shines
when conditions stabilize in the spring.
Quandary and Lincoln Peaks are right
along the road. These fourteeners are great
to ascend on the snow and Quandary even
has low angle descent options. Quandary is
often called a “Colorado Backcountry Must
Do.”

Photo by Austin Halpern

San Juans
The San Juan Range isn’t close to CC,
but they are by far my favorite place to ski
in Colorado. The peaks are tall, exposed,
and breathtakingly beautiful. On top of all
that, the amount of snow and terrain there
reminds me of interior British Colombia.
You can find everything from deep trees to
open powder fields to big descents. It has
all types of terrain, great huts to stay in, and
awesome access from the road.
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Conquer Screamophobia:
An Introduction to Death Metal, Metalcore, Black Metal Part I
By Sam Imhoff

Cartoon by Lo WallC
I didn’t like rap music when I was younger, but when
my friends played “A Milli” by Lil Wayne, I was nodding
to the rhythm in my mind. I didn’t like rap because it
didn’t agree with my aesthetic of being into classic rock.
Eventually, I matured and overcame my anxiety
about rap, realizing I could be a classic rock guy and a
rap guy. hen I realized: there are no bad genres, only
prejudicial listeners.
he inal frontier for me was death metal—I was forcibly exposed to it on a 12-hour car ride from Baltimore

real issues.
“Anareta” by Horrendous is an exemplary album of
death metal chromaticism (substituting atonal, dissonant musicality for harmonious melody), throaty,
deep vocals, and gory aesthetics. On the cover, a godlike corpse of a horned human creature is attended on
either side by the skeletons of two nymphs. Tiny people seem to walk up a winding arid path to the deity.
hough the cover is gruesome and its meaning totally
befuddling, the painstaking detail of the piece airms

...metal is a deiant critique of life in the modern age,
where one struggles to forge identity and meaning in a
world of moral relativism.
to Chicago. In the chaotic screaming and blast beats,
you can ind a musical complexity and structure that's
more akin to classical music than other contemporary
genres. here’s also a depth and weight to the lyrics
that is a refreshing break from every song on the top 40
about breakups or partying.
In many ways, metal is a deiant critique of life in the
modern age, where one struggles to forge identity and
meaning in a world of moral relativism. Many metal
bands also tackle, either consciously or not, the perceived crisis of masculinity in the Western world. Admirably, metal is a genre that takes itself seriously. While
it sometimes falters in corny or cringe-worthy lyricism,
often the poetics are honest, serious, and grapple with

the genre’s devotion to classical art.
his is a common theme among death metal and
black metal albums—the album artwork involves precise rendering of a symbolic image in a way modern art,
or pop album covers do not. his is not to say metal’s
approach to album artwork is better, but rather that it
is diferent and demonstrates the ethos of the genre:
metal believes in classical aesthetics where mastery,
complexity, and depth are valued.
he irst track of “Anareta,” “he Nihilist,” spells out a
lot of these issues. he track is constructed like a classical piece with a haunting prelude of call and response
that transitions to a chromatic, ascending progression
of power chords and the kick drum pounding on every

Annual Arts and Crafts Sale Begins Today
Beginning this afternoon, Worner will be illed with
dozens of vendors selling their art, ranging from pottery to paintings, jewelry, and much more. he Colorado College Arts and Crafts Sale is an annual event
hosted by the Arts and Crafts Program. Over the weekend, the Colorado Springs community is welcome to
browse the hand-crafted works on display from local
artists, students, and faculty.
he Arts and Crafts Sale began at least 40 years ago as
a fundraiser for the Arts and Crafts program. he program provides students with the opportunity for block
long adjunct classes working with clay, stained glass,
jewelry, and iber works. According to their website,
they are “devoted to the idea that creativity, imaginative
thinking, and personal expression are vitally important
in the lives of all people. We provide opportunities for
students to explore their creative skills and practice
problem solving outside a graded environment.”
For this weekend, all of the artists are selected by a
jury to ensure quality submissions, and all will be present to exhibit their own work. “I believe the community
appreciates a juried arts and crafts sale, and they love
the supportive environment at CC,” said Jeanne Steiner,
the Arts and Crafts Program Director. Steiner has been
involved with the sale for 33 years, and she believes that
it beneits both the local community and students.

beat. “I am every man. Torn from the womb.” he vocals sound as though they are whistling through vitriied vocal chords, strained and throaty like a wounded
pig’s squeal. hough the vocals may be abrasive to
some, the very visceral passion and pain conveyed is
efective at complementing the weight of the song’s lyrics and musicality.
At irst I hated the screaming vocals, but with time
I came to appreciate them. However, sometimes the
screaming just sucks, just like a singer can suck. Out of
a chorus of chromatic chord progressions, a gorgeous,
bluesy guitar rif emerges, seeming to bleed at a blistering speed through the air with tremolo (the rapid wobble in pitch) and distortion. “Swallowed by institution
/ Preempt our inheritance/ While watchful eyes record
each footstep/ Confer benevolent bondage.” Like a lot
of good poetry, the lyrics are diicult to unpack.
In this track, the vocalist is conveying a world in
which one is forced into nihilism. he self is obliterated by institution, the agency to forge the one’s future
is usurped, and the individual is subjected to constant
surveillance by authority. he bondage is one of servitude, and the benevolence of it all only exists in the
propaganda of the subjugator. Rather than acquiesce to
these humiliating conditions, the vocalist screams with
great conviction, “But I dare not cede/ I will curse the
sun/ I am one/ Curse the sun.”
To all those disenfranchised by modern life, this edict
may send chills of resonance down the spine. In the last
stanza, the irst line repeats, “I am every man,” suggesting the universality of this condition.
Metal is a complex and diverse genre. Stay tuned for
part two next week to learn more.

By Jonathan Tignor

Cartoon by Lo WallC

“[he Arts and Crafts Sale is] a positive outreach to local community members; but most importantly an educational opportunity for our students to help organize
and participate in an Arts and Crafts Sale,” said Steiner.
his year will feature the work of 70 professional artists
in addition to that of 20 CC students. “[he students]

have lots of opportunities to network with other artists
and crafts persons, as well as try their hand at selling
their own work,” Steiner said.
he sale will begin this afternoon in Worner from 4
p.m. till 8 p.m. and will continue on Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.
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Tiger Defense Promotes Safety on Campus
By Zascha Fox
his past Tuesday, Campus Safety brought their selfdefense classes to the residence halls, hoping to help
promote the program as part of a series of four classes
to be held in Loomis, Slocum, and McHugh Commons.
Jon Ramsay, who “wears many hats for campus safety,”
talked a little bit about the role that the self-defense
classes play at Colorado College.
he irst self-defense classes held at the College were
started as part of a program called R.A.D. (Rape Aggression, Defense) that the former director of Campus
Safety had worked with at another university. At this
time, CC “did not ofer any type of self-defense class
to the community and thought that R.A.D” would be a
good it for the school. Ramsay and another oicer took
a week-long course in Denver, became certiied, and
“teamed up with UCCS to get the program started.”
he feedback from participants has been overwhelmingly positive. “hey like the fact that it is a walk-in class
and that there is no commitment or registration,” said
Ramsay. “Students have also said that they like the
breakdown of the class. he movements are very easy to
learn.” Ramsay compared the self-defense class to “the
ire drills we all have to do here on campus. If you’re
never trained on how to get out of a house or building
that is on ire, then your chances of getting injured (or
even killed) in that situation are high,” he said.
Ramsay believes in other beneits of self-defense
classes too: “I believe that attending a self-defense class
once or twice a week is good training for your mind
and for your body,” he said. “Does taking a self-defense
class mean that you will survive any and all situations?
No, absolutely not! But I feel that it is good to have tools
and personal weapons to use if you ever have to defend
yourself from an attack or an abduction.”
Ramsay always hears from students that they “feel

more prepared to defend themselves after taking the
class. We have had students who had never punched
anything or been in a ight and felt conident defending
themselves after taking our classes.” Some students also
became “ambassadors” of the program and told other
peers and classmates that they should take the class.
“We had students who were so passionate about the
program that they became student instructors,” Ramsay said.
he program has also expressed desire to diversify the
attendance of the classes. “he majority of our students

Photo By Daniel Sarché

are female,” said Ramsay, but they’ve also had transgender students attend the class. “We would really like
for the community to know that however you identify,
you are more than welcome to attend.” Campus Safety
also ofers private self-defense classes for students who
feel more comfortable out of the public setting. “If you
are someone who doesn’t want to attend a co-ed class
or all female or all male, we can put a class together for
you speciic to your needs,” he said.
Despite all of the wonderful feedback that the program has received, Ramsay still feels like people across
campus and the community don’t know about the
classes. “We hope that with a new location in the El Pomar Fitness Center we will get a lot more exposure, and
with a 2 p.m. start we hope that students who have labs
in the afternoon could still make the class if they want,”
said Ramsay.
Above all, they want students to know that the selfdefense classes “ofer a safe training environment. We
work as a team and in pairs,” said Ramsay. “You will
never be put on the spot or made fun of if you are not
getting or understanding the technique being shown.
We are all about community and building each other
up.” He also emphasized that “safe training also includes physical safety—we will never make you do
something that you are not comfortable with or that
will get you or someone else hurt. All of our instructors
have been professionally trained and are there to make
the class an enjoyable experience for all who attend.”
he CC Tiger Defense Class meets every Tuesday and
hursday, 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room at the gym. Everyone is welcome—
no experience needed, no commitment, come and go
as you please.

All You Can Eat, All You Can Imagine:
Everest Nepal Restaurant
By Becca Stine
So often, the “all-you-can-eat” option sounds appealing but ends up costing more than a regular meal
or more than one could possibly feel good about consuming. One either leaves the restaurant in absolute
agony, or eats a normal amount for a greater cost of the
regular meal option. In many cases, all-you-can-eat
also screams, “his food has been sitting around all day
long, and you might feel sick if you eat it.”
However, there are a few establishments that have
organized this option where customers are truly beneiting. Everest Nepal Restaurant is one of them. On
Monday through Saturday, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., a
fresh, warm, and eclectic bufet awaits customers for
the price of just $11.99.
For an all-you-can-eat opportunity, customers are
ofered a price lower than most dishes on the menu but
of the same quality. hose who have already had the
pleasure of dining at Everest Nepal will conirm the dificulty in choosing just one dish from the extreme variety ofered on the menu. However, when owner Renu
Shreshta lists the restaurant’s specialty dishes, several
sit among the bufet selection.
From warm soups, salads, samosas, and three diferent kinds of rice, to chicken tikka masala, daahl, and
pad thai, the lunch options are expansive, with plenty
of vegetarian options included. here is even a variety
of fruit and yogurt-based desserts if one still has room
for the next course.
he chicken tikka masala was warm and creamy, with
tender meat, and just enough spice to notice. he saag
was rich and fresh, providing a nice element of green to
the meal. Urja Risal ’20, who is originally from Nepal,
said, “I like their bufets the most because it reminds
me of authentic Nepali food. hey add ginger along
with the spices in their chai just like we make chai at
home.”
he bufet ofers more than quantity and eiciency,
however, as it also allows space and time to expand
one’s taste buds and explore diferent kinds of lavor
and texture. If time and testing are not of relevance to
one’s dining experience, the regular menu is always an
option, all day from Monday through Saturday. Along-

side curry, noodle, and rice dishes, the menu also offers momos, which are traditional Nepalese dumplings
illed with either vegetables, pork, chicken, or lamb and
come with a special tomato-based sauce. he menu
also has non-Nepalese options such as Pad hai and
various salads.
Renu and Jiban Shreshta, the owners of Everest Nepal, moved together from their home in eastern Nepal
in 1994 to come live and work in Colorado. hey both
started out working in the restaurant industry in Boulder before moving to Colorado Springs to establish a
business of their own. hey irst opened a shop called
Everest Tibet Imports, where they sell imported jewelry, clothing, trinkets, and incense from Tibet, India,
and Nepal.
Renu talked about one day noticing a sale sign on
the property just across the street, and making the decision with his wife to start their restaurant business.
his was 17 years ago. While Renu manages the loor in
the restaurant, his wife Jiban is responsible for cooking
Photo By Becca Stine

all the delicious food in the kitchen. Some customers
have complained of slower service in the past, but with
the authentic Nepalese cuisine that Jiban prepares, the
wait is well worth the taste. “She has the recipes,” Renu
said. He talked about the way in which, over time, it has
become easier to source the spices needed to create
authentic Nepalese taste, mentioning to the Asian Paciic Market that exists close by.
he main wall of the restaurant is decorated by windows that ill the space with natural sunlight, looding
through the colorful prayer lags that hang from above.
Posters of the Dalai Lama, paintings and pictures depicting Himalayan landscapes, and other decorations
from the region allow for a comfortable environment.
Red booths and tablecloths complement the orange
walls and add to the homey feel of the restaurant space.
he dining experience at Everest Nepal Restaurant
isn’t just all you can eat, it’s also all you can see, taste,
choose, and imagine.
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ON TAP:
No PBR
at This Bar
By SethWilson Gray
Most people who have explored Tejon Street would
recognize Panino’s, which just a short walk away from
campus. his local pizzeria features a variety of pizzas,
pastas, and their popular paninos. However, in addition to their kitchen, Panino’s also features a little bar
tucked right next to the entrance.
he restaurant is fairly plain, sporting red leather linings and crimson walls, but it has a warmness that creates a “family restaurant” vibe. It was empty on a Sunday night, and the quiet speakers were just enough to
stave of the kitchen echoes. he ambiance feels familiar even if you’ve never been, like a memory you can’t
quite remember making.
he bar’s copper backsplash separates it from the restaurant thematically, despite its central location. he
bar is short with not many seats, so restaurant seating
may be the better option for those looking to grab a
drink.
Every day of the week, Panino’s has bar specials that
run from 4 p.m. until close. hese specials run on everything from microbrews, pitchers, house wines, and
even strawberry daiquiris and piña coladas on Fridays.
hey also have happy hour specials from 4 p.m. until 7
p.m. every day on well drinks (the common cocktails
and highballs), wines, and select microbrews. If you’re
ever free after 4 p.m. and looking for a deal, Panino’s is
a good place to ind one.
Unfortunately, Panino’s is missing a cocktail menu.
Currently, they only ofer well drinks in addition to a decent beer and wine list. However, my waiter mentioned
that next week they will be releasing a new menu which
will also include a bar menu featuring new drinks. After
my visit to Panino’s, I’m looking forward to returning
and trying some of their mysterious concoctions.

Avalanche Amber Ale
from Breckenridge Brewery
Before I start, I must admit that Amber Ale is one of
my favorite kinds of beer. hat being said, this one isn’t
anything too special. But it was still super drinkable
and smooth. Displaying a beautifully rich dark amber
color, this microbrew has a lighter carbonation and is
low in bitterness. Surprisingly, I found a soft caramel
sweetness in the aftertaste. Overall, the lavors are subtle, and it wasn’t until I had a few sips that I could put
my inger on what was there. I wouldn’t recommend
this to anyone who is looking for sharp lavors, but for
those looking for something to pair with a spicy panino, this one is for you.

Oatmeal Stout from
Breckenridge Brewery
his beer is crazy. After seeing the name, I had to give it
a try, and this stout did not disappoint. It’s a dark beer
that is totally opaque. Before you sip, take a whif. his
beer has one of the most interesting aromas I’ve ever
found; it smells like an oatmeal cookie with a little bit
of smoky cofee mixed into the batter. Despite its darkness, the mouthfeel wasn’t too heavy, and there were
smooth oat lavors with a sweet and smoky aftertaste.
With so much happening, this beer was fun to drink
and explore, and I can only imagine how good it would
go with a campire.

Next week on tap:
Sakura Speakeasy

Photo By Jinkang Yu
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Entangled in the Errors of Our Leaders
A Response to Revelations of Sexual Harrassment
By NATALIE GUBBAY
The wave of sexual assault accusations
following the Harvey Weinstein scandal
has found its way into politics, with Senate candidate Roy Moore, a Republican
from Alabama, and Senator Al Franken,
a Democrat from Minnesota, both facing
assault allegations. Several women have
reported that Moore made inappropriate
advances when they were high schoolers; one reported him doing so when she
was only 14. Franken faces a powerfully
written accusation from a female comedian, who shared a photograph of Franken grabbing her breasts while she slept.
As I toss these stories over and over
in my mind, I find myself struggling to
separate which part of my revulsion is
political and which is unique to the incidents described. Franken smiling for the
camera as he gropes a sleeping woman’s
breasts is viscerally awful. But Franken
does not subscribe to a worldview in
which denying women equal pay, restricting access to birth control, forcing
sexual assault victims to carry unwanted
children, and cutting welfare for single
mothers characterizes some form of
social good. Franken does not support
corporate tax cuts at the expense of the
poor and middle-class. He does not vote
to ensure health insurance remains unaffordable to millions of American citizens.
Meanwhile, Moore was suspended
from sitting on the judge’s bench in Alabama for refusing to enforce the Supreme
Court decision to legalize gay marriage.
He has suggested that Muslims should
not be allowed to serve in Congress and
has called Islam a “false religion.” He

had no idea what the Dream Act was or
who it protected in an interview last July.
He has suggested 9/11 was punishment
for “distancing ourselves from God.” He

the lines of “if it’s proven true, then he
shouldn’t serve,” while President Trump
tweeted support for Moore as recently
as last Sunday. Yet I can’t help but focus
cartoon by Lo Wall

compared
homosexuality to
bestiality
and said
it should
be illegal. He
wrote this poem
for a campaign rally:
“Babies piled in dumpsters, abortion on demand/Oh, sweet land
of liberty, your house
is on the sand.”
Since the allegations
surfaced, some Congressional Republicans, including Jeff
Flake and Mitch McConnell, have said
publicly that Moore should not serve in
office. Most have said something along

on his candidacy in t h e
first place—the fact that
establishment
Republicans who
opposed him in the primary were then willing
to support him against
a Democrat, because being
blatantly anti-Muslim, defying
the Supreme Court, and suggesting
homosexuality should be outlawed
makes someone less unfit for office
than being liberal. And I can’t help
but read the words “if it’s true” and
think that most Congressional Republicans would only truly oppose
Moore’s election if a legal decision
made it impossible to justify.
We’ve said the slew of sexual assault
accusations over the past few months
show the professional world has reached

a breaking point, where groping, rape,
offensive comments, and other inappropriate sexual conduct are no longer
okay, ever. Even the seemingly infallible—the Hollywood celebrities, Senators, high-level editors, CEOs—can be
held accountable for their actions. But
when establishment Republicans do
anything other than unequivocally oppose Moore’s campaign—and use the
money and power of their party to do
it—they tell today’s young women otherwise. They tell us not only that sexual
harassment is okay, but that the rest of
Moore’s platform is okay; that discrimination based on sexuality, religion, gender, race, and income is okay; that the
law can be used to affirm the goals of the
powerful at the expense of the less so.
Establishment Republicans have done
this before when they elected Trump.
The Moore case is not partisan politics
disguised as legal doubt. Moore and
Trump, Obamacare repeal, and the defunding of Planned Parenthood is bigotry under the guise of partisan politics.
Does that excuse Franken? Of course
not. What Franken did was sexual harassment, and he should bear the consequences of it. But sexual assault stems
from systems of oppression that Moore
strives to uphold. What upsets me most
isn’t even the smiling photograph of
Franken or the vivid descriptions of Harvey Weinstein’s harassment of young
actresses; it’s the fact that even as these
stories surface, our own Congress is reinforcing a part of what gives rise to
them—and I feel powerless to stop it.

Saudi Arabia’s Idealistic Crown Prince and the Prospect of Reform
By MAX KRONSTADT
Things are changing in Saudi Arabia, and
fast. In the past few months, women have
gained the rights to drive and to attend
sporting events. The Saudi religious police
can no longer beat women with impunity
for showing too much skin, or other violations of “Islamic Law,” as the Saudis have
long defined it. And dozens of princes,
businessmen, and other governmental officials have been arrested and detained for
alleged corruption.
Mohammed bin Salman, the 33-year-old
crown prince of Saudi Arabia, has been the
catalyst behind much of this change. Bin
Salman, or M.B.S. as he is known, is second in line to the throne and gaining power
quickly. To many, he represents the young
and growing generation of Saudis who are
tired of fundamentalist rule and want to
restore Saudi Arabia and Islam across the
Middle East to its pre-1979 moderate roots.
However, how serious M.B.S. is about
his reformist agenda remains to be seen.
We can’t get inside his head and know exactly what he believes—but I think he has
offered us some clues. While I believe he
wants to reform Saudi domestic politics, I
think his desire to transform the region extends only as far as it doesn’t interfere with
Saudi geopolitical goals.
M.B.S. has shown through both his words
and actions that he is committed to eradi-

cating extremism within Saudi Arabia. In
an interview with Thomas Friedman of
the New York Times, he said, “Do not write
that we are ‘reinterpreting’ Islam—we are
restoring Islam to its origins.” He went on
to explain that the Prophet Muhammad
emphasized tolerance towards Jews and
Christians, and allowed women to attend
sporting events and even serve as judges in
Medina. He argues then that by fundamentalist logic, the Prophet was not a Muslim.
These are stunning things to come from
the mouth of the second most powerful
person in Saudi Arabia—but he has backed
his words with a steady stream of legal reforms.
However, he has shown through his words
and actions that when it comes to combatting extremism outside Saudi borders, his
grand claims are just that—claims. Saudi
Arabia is the motherland of Wahhabism, a
brutal form of extremist Sunni Islam practiced by Al Qaeda and ISIS, among others. Therefore, in order to end extremism
across the Middle East, Saudi Arabia would
have to renounce its Wahhabi allies that are
crucial to its quest for regional dominance,
an idea that M.B.S. has been, thus far, unwilling to entertain.
In his interview with Friedman, between
the grandiose rhetoric about the restoration of Islam and philosophical musings

about his time on earth, M.B.S. called the
Lebanese government a puppet of Hezbollah, defended the Saudi’s brutal military
campaign in Yemen, and compared the
Ayatollah of Iran to Adolf Hitler—none of
which promises a commitment to ending
extremism.
The actions of the Lebanese Prime Minister the past few weeks have been confusing
and a little unnerving. However, it’s clear
that M.B.S. is trying to exert control over
Lebanese domestic politics. The Lebanese
government is controlled primarily by Sunnis, but Hezbollah—a Shiite militia and
quasi-governmental organization that the
Saudis believe is a puppet of Iran—has a
lot of influence. Hezbollah, however, has
also been crucial to fighting ISIS in eastern
Syria. So if M.B.S.’s main goal was combatting extremism, he should be okay with Hezbollah’s growing influence. But his main
goal is regional dominance, which he can
only achieve by combatting the influence
of Iran.
The situation in Yemen is a little more
complicated; the Houthi rebels, who seized
Yemen’s capital in 2014 and have since
been at war with Saudi Arabia, are extremists, and therefore could be seen as a just
target for M.B.S.’s aggression. But the Saudi
campaign in Yemen has killed thousands
of civilians and lead to a massive cholera

outbreak and famine, creating one of the
worst humanitarian crises in the world as
well as a hotbed for extremism. The Saudis
are actually fighting in Yemen because the
Houthi rebels are allies of Iran, not because
they have extremist views.
M.B.S. recently convened a conference of
over 40 countries to discuss combating terrorism in the Middle East. Three countries,
however, were pointedly absent: Iran, Iraq,
and Syria. To even the most casual observer of Middle East politics, leaving Iraq and
Syria out of a conference on combatting
terrorism should seem absurd—they are
on the literal frontlines of the battle against
the world’s most infamous terrorist group.
But Iraq and Syria are Shiite-led governments and allies of Iran, and therefore enemies of Saudi Arabia, as M.B.S. sees it.
I hope M.B.S. achieves his stated goals.
There’s no doubt that the people of Saudi
Arabia, the women in particular, have been
oppressed by the religious right for far too
long, and the young prince’s willingness
to speak up for them and commit himself
to their cause is admirable. But I remain
skeptical that he will be able to combat
terrorism across the region until he commits himself to diplomacy and gives up his
hegemonic goals. Hopefully he proves me
wrong.
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Negotiating the Smoking Ban: A Proposed Alternative

cartoon by Lo Wall

By HANNAH BOLLEN
Everyone has a basic human right to
clean air. They also have the individual
liberty to do what they want with their own
bodies. But what happens when those two
rights are in opposition? When one person exercising their right to, say, smoke
a cigarette, infringes on someone else’s
right to breathe in a lungful of clean air?
This is the conflict I see at the heart of
Colorado College’s upcoming ban on all
tobacco products, including, according
to the College’s website, “cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, mini-cigars, bidis, hookah, pipes, kreteks (also called clove cigarettes), as well as marijuana cigarettes,
and bongs; and “the use of any type of
smokeless tobacco including electronic
cigarettes and chewing tobacco, such as
spit tobacco, snus and other smokeless
products.”
At first, I was going to write a pro-smoking ban article. If someone wants to exercise their right to do what they want with
their body, that’s great, but as soon as it
invades and pollutes others’ spaces and
future health outcomes, that becomes unacceptable. I previously saw the ban as,

primarily, a public health measure. Exposure to secondhand smoke, no matter the
level of exposure, still contains at least 70
known carcinogens and is proven to lead
to cancer. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and American Cancer
Society (ACS), there is no safe level of secondhand smoke.
To be clear, I certainly do support the
college’s efforts to make campus a cleaner

support creating a cleaner environment
for everyone, I do not support the College deciding what individuals can put in
their bodies, especially when everyone on
campus is of legal age to purchase tobacco
products. And I know I’m not speaking
alone when I say that it would be unusual
to walk through campus and be absolutely
offended by throngs of students ripping
bongs and affecting my air quality.

First, how effective would a complete
ban on tobacco products be? People will
certainly continue consuming and using
tobacco products on campus, especially
if they are addicted, which is why I wholly
support the College’s efforts to improve
cessation resources.
The other flaw in my original position
was overestimating the actual perceived
impact of secondhand smoke in our
day-to-day lives walking across campus.
Would I really have noticed the smoke if
it hadn’t been pointed out to me? The answer to that is yes, but only in a few places—in front of Loomis Hall (people sit 10
feet from the door and smoke), in front
of Palmer Hall (smoke has wafted into my
classes), and on the bench behind Montgomery Hall (the smoke flows right into
my room.)
Thus, my adjusted stance on the smoking ban is this: instead of banning all tobacco products on campus (I think we
all recognize the actual impact of such
a policy would be negligible), the College should instead actually enforce the
Colorado state law that smoking must
be farther than 15 feet of an entrance. In
fact, I think the College should increase
that to 50 feet, because frankly, 15 feet is
minimal. In addition to that, the College
should create smoking-designated areas

hough I completely support creating a cleaner environment for
everyone, I do not support the College deciding what individuals
can put in their own bodies.

and healthier environment. However, how
does including products like chewing tobacco and smokeless products promote
the College’s purported mission to create a cleaner environment, when neither
affects air quality? Though I completely

So, my views have certainly evolved from
a purely pro-smoking ban stance. I have developed a more nuanced proposition that,
I think, would be easier for most people to
support. It was a few serious flaws in my
previous argument that changed my mind.

on campus, away from buildings, residences, and outdoor gathering places.
I think this alternative is more realistic,
would have a greater impact on the community, and is easier to support than a draconian ban on all tobacco products.

Interested in submitting an article for the
Opinion section? Submit your articles to
j_feigelson@coloradocollege.edu
for consideration! Students and staf are
welcome to submit any time. Submission
does not guarantee publication.
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Tiger Defense Promotes Safety on Campus
By Zascha Fox
his past Tuesday, Campus Safety brought their selfdefense classes to the residence halls, hoping to help
promote the program as part of a series of four classes
to be held in Loomis, Slocum, and McHugh Commons.
Jon Ramsay, who “wears many hats for campus safety,”
talked a little bit about the role that the self-defense
classes play at Colorado College.
he irst self-defense classes held at the College were
started as part of a program called R.A.D. (Rape Aggression, Defense) that the former director of Campus
Safety had worked with at another university. At this
time, CC “did not ofer any type of self-defense class
to the community and thought that R.A.D” would be a
good it for the school. Ramsay and another oicer took
a week-long course in Denver, became certiied, and
“teamed up with UCCS to get the program started.”
he feedback from participants has been overwhelmingly positive. “hey like the fact that it is a walk-in class
and that there is no commitment or registration,” said
Ramsay. “Students have also said that they like the
breakdown of the class. he movements are very easy to
learn.” Ramsay compared the self-defense class to “the
ire drills we all have to do here on campus. If you’re
never trained on how to get out of a house or building
that is on ire, then your chances of getting injured (or
even killed) in that situation are high,” he said.
Ramsay believes in other beneits of self-defense
classes too: “I believe that attending a self-defense class
once or twice a week is good training for your mind
and for your body,” he said. “Does taking a self-defense
class mean that you will survive any and all situations?
No, absolutely not! But I feel that it is good to have tools
and personal weapons to use if you ever have to defend
yourself from an attack or an abduction.”
Ramsay always hears from students that they “feel

more prepared to defend themselves after taking the
class. We have had students who had never punched
anything or been in a ight and felt conident defending
themselves after taking our classes.” Some students also
became “ambassadors” of the program and told other
peers and classmates that they should take the class.
“We had students who were so passionate about the
program that they became student instructors,” Ramsay said.
he program has also expressed desire to diversify the
attendance of the classes. “he majority of our students
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are female,” said Ramsay, but they’ve also had transgender students attend the class. “We would really like
for the community to know that however you identify,
you are more than welcome to attend.” Campus Safety
also ofers private self-defense classes for students who
feel more comfortable out of the public setting. “If you
are someone who doesn’t want to attend a co-ed class
or all female or all male, we can put a class together for
you speciic to your needs,” he said.
Despite all of the wonderful feedback that the program has received, Ramsay still feels like people across
campus and the community don’t know about the
classes. “We hope that with a new location in the El Pomar Fitness Center we will get a lot more exposure, and
with a 2 p.m. start we hope that students who have labs
in the afternoon could still make the class if they want,”
said Ramsay.
Above all, they want students to know that the selfdefense classes “ofer a safe training environment. We
work as a team and in pairs,” said Ramsay. “You will
never be put on the spot or made fun of if you are not
getting or understanding the technique being shown.
We are all about community and building each other
up.” He also emphasized that “safe training also includes physical safety—we will never make you do
something that you are not comfortable with or that
will get you or someone else hurt. All of our instructors
have been professionally trained and are there to make
the class an enjoyable experience for all who attend.”
he CC Tiger Defense Class meets every Tuesday and
hursday, 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room at the gym. Everyone is welcome—
no experience needed, no commitment, come and go
as you please.

All You Can Eat, All You Can Imagine:
Everest Nepal Restaurant
By Becca Stine
So often, the “all-you-can-eat” option sounds appealing but ends up costing more than a regular meal
or more than one could possibly feel good about consuming. One either leaves the restaurant in absolute
agony, or eats a normal amount for a greater cost of the
regular meal option. In many cases, all-you-can-eat
also screams, “his food has been sitting around all day
long, and you might feel sick if you eat it.”
However, there are a few establishments that have
organized this option where customers are truly beneiting. Everest Nepal Restaurant is one of them. On
Monday through Saturday, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., a
fresh, warm, and eclectic bufet awaits customers for
the price of just $11.99.
For an all-you-can-eat opportunity, customers are
ofered a price lower than most dishes on the menu but
of the same quality. hose who have already had the
pleasure of dining at Everest Nepal will conirm the dificulty in choosing just one dish from the extreme variety ofered on the menu. However, when owner Renu
Shreshta lists the restaurant’s specialty dishes, several
sit among the bufet selection.
From warm soups, salads, samosas, and three diferent kinds of rice, to chicken tikka masala, daahl, and
pad thai, the lunch options are expansive, with plenty
of vegetarian options included. here is even a variety
of fruit and yogurt-based desserts if one still has room
for the next course.
he chicken tikka masala was warm and creamy, with
tender meat, and just enough spice to notice. he saag
was rich and fresh, providing a nice element of green to
the meal. Urja Risal ’20, who is originally from Nepal,
said, “I like their bufets the most because it reminds
me of authentic Nepali food. hey add ginger along
with the spices in their chai just like we make chai at
home.”
he bufet ofers more than quantity and eiciency,
however, as it also allows space and time to expand
one’s taste buds and explore diferent kinds of lavor
and texture. If time and testing are not of relevance to
one’s dining experience, the regular menu is always an
option, all day from Monday through Saturday. Along-

side curry, noodle, and rice dishes, the menu also offers momos, which are traditional Nepalese dumplings
illed with either vegetables, pork, chicken, or lamb and
come with a special tomato-based sauce. he menu
also has non-Nepalese options such as Pad hai and
various salads.
Renu and Jiban Shreshta, the owners of Everest Nepal, moved together from their home in eastern Nepal
in 1994 to come live and work in Colorado. hey both
started out working in the restaurant industry in Boulder before moving to Colorado Springs to establish a
business of their own. hey irst opened a shop called
Everest Tibet Imports, where they sell imported jewelry, clothing, trinkets, and incense from Tibet, India,
and Nepal.
Renu talked about one day noticing a sale sign on
the property just across the street, and making the decision with his wife to start their restaurant business.
his was 17 years ago. While Renu manages the loor in
the restaurant, his wife Jiban is responsible for cooking
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all the delicious food in the kitchen. Some customers
have complained of slower service in the past, but with
the authentic Nepalese cuisine that Jiban prepares, the
wait is well worth the taste. “She has the recipes,” Renu
said. He talked about the way in which, over time, it has
become easier to source the spices needed to create
authentic Nepalese taste, mentioning to the Asian Paciic Market that exists close by.
he main wall of the restaurant is decorated by windows that ill the space with natural sunlight, looding
through the colorful prayer lags that hang from above.
Posters of the Dalai Lama, paintings and pictures depicting Himalayan landscapes, and other decorations
from the region allow for a comfortable environment.
Red booths and tablecloths complement the orange
walls and add to the homey feel of the restaurant space.
he dining experience at Everest Nepal Restaurant
isn’t just all you can eat, it’s also all you can see, taste,
choose, and imagine.

